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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognises the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 111 years of a

School of Firsts.

"Today's Editorial will focus on how obtaining a PhD at ISEG
could be a journey where academic excellence and cultural
meetings coincide. Both at a personal and on an institutional
level. 

At the institutional level-obtaining a PhD at ISEG means to
be part of a 111 year history of academic excellence,
contributing to advancing our common knowledge of a
certain topic.  

At a personal level, obtaining a PhD is like crossing an
ocean. At the beginning it is safe. One starts with academic
courses and define the research topic. Step by step one gets
further into the research topic, and further away from the
shore. Rarely it is an easy journey and when you find
yourself at the open ocean, you must continue pushing
yourself to the limit or else you will never reach the shore
again. Eventually, after several years of hard work, and
endless doubts if this was the right way and the right choice
in your life, you are hopefully reaching a point where you can
see land again. You prepare the defence of your thesis,
make the final changes and eventually, safely sail into the
harbour and receive your well-deserved diploma. After many
years of uncertainty on the open sea. 

However, this journey over the open ocean can take many
different shapes. Depending on your topic, situation in life
and your supervisor. In my case, it was a very long journey.
It actually started in Sweden over 30 years ago when I first
inscribed as a PhD student at the University of Uppsala.
After concluding the mandatory courses, I left academia and
embarked on a Diplomatic career, serving in many countries
in Africa and Europe.

When I was posted in Lisbon, as Deputy Head of Mission of
the Swedish Embassy, I found myself situated across the
street from ISEG. Before formally inscribing to the PhD
program, I searched and found my supervisor, Prof Dr Maria
Eduarda Soares. She had obtained her PhD from the
Netherlands and understood the challenges of doing this
work in another country. Thanks to her, I was convinced that
this was the time and place to conclude my PhD. Prof
Soares, was not only my supervisor, she was my guide and
co-pilot on the ship over the ocean. The inspiration and map
reader, also when it came to navigating between the cultural
differences between the Portugal and Sweden. Without her, I
would not have arrived in the harbour. 

In addition, 1000 years ago when the Vikings first visited
Portugal, they introduced the Swedish words stearbord and
babord to the Portuguese language, and maybe that
connection between our two cultures helped me even further
to navigate over the ocean? Also, since my research topic in
management focused on cultural differences between
Portugal and Sweden, many of these differences between
our two cultures actually helped me in better understanding
my own research topic which focused on why Swedish
retired persons migrate to Portugal. 

As I have now safely arrived in the harbour in Brazil, thinking
about my journey over the ocean, I feel so proud to see that
ISEG has been awarded the #1 SCIMAGO Top school
ranking in Portugal. And considering how much I
appreciated the PhD program, I hope that one day, the same
type of recognition will also be given for the PhD program at
ISEG. 

Thank you for allowing me onto this journey!"

Phds with a real impact

The PhD thesis of Sten Engdahl, that was
supervised at ISEG by Professor Maria
Eduarda Soares and which focussed on the
fact that many Swedish pensioners choose
Portugal to enjoy their retirement, has
attracted much attention, not only in
academia, but also in the media in several
countries. 

See here some examples in El País,
Portugal News, and in the Swedish press:

In this edition of the Newsletter we highlightthe impact of our PhD programmes and the PhD
thesis of Sten Engdahl, a Swedish diplomat in Brazil, the Economic Outlook Summary, ISEG's
Anniversary Day, and also the "A School of 1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI" section, which
features the testimonials of Daniel Amaral and Daniela Feijoca.

The following are cited in this number: António Afonso, António Garcia Pereira, Francisco
Louçã, João Duque, João Ferreira do Amaral, Jorge Gomes, Marisa Quaresma dos Reis,
Maria Rosa Borges, Nuno Crato, Ricardo Cabral, Sandra Maximiano, Susana Almeida
Lopes and Vera Gouveia Barros.

From fuel, to ISP and petrol stations

>> Ricardo Cabral suggests that higher prices will contribute to less
growth, or even to a reduction in oil consumption.

>> Francisco Louçã writes that "The Future of Europe has arrived, but
they only told you about it", in Expresso.

>> João Duque changes his mind about the AUTOVoucher, stating that
it is preferable to keep it, owing to the behaviour of petrol stations.

>> Francisco Louçã comments on the increase in fuel prices and says
that even the energy companies disobey the prime-minister.

>> Marisa Quaresma dos Reis writes about the "unsustainable
lightness of international law" in Observador.

>> "What if supply destroys its own demand?" – an article b Vera
Gouveia Barros, in ECO.

>> “People are not the most important asset of organisations", by
- Susana Almeida Lopes, in Jornal Económico.

>> Maria Rosa Borges praises microcredit as a factor for reducing
poverty.

>> Jorge Gomes co-wrote an article that lists the principles and
practices of online recruitment and selection.

>> António Afonso stresses that Portugal can only "show rigour and
reputation to cope with a less expansionary single monetary policy".

>> Sandra Maximiano explains the powers of the "nudge" in an article
in Notícias Magazine.

>> "Why rape should be a public crime" – an article by António Garcia
Perreira, on the Notícias Online blog.

>> Nuno Crato participated in the "Educating is a Science" podcast in
the episode on "the lack of teachers".

>> A new episode of the “Perfect Storm” podcast with João Ferreira do
Amaral. The price of fuel is under discussion.

>> Francisco Louçã comments on the case of the Setúbal Chamber of
Commerce, the price of fuel, the lack of teachers, and the issue of
abortion in the USA.

The Economic Outlook for May is already
out!

Read the ISEG Economic Outlook for May/2022 that has been prepared by ISEG’s Economic
Analysis Group HERE. 

Bearing in mind the growth recorded during the 1st Quarter and the likely evolution during the
following quartiers, it remains likely that the level of growth of Portugal's GDP in 2022 will be
between 6% and 7.2%.

A síntese deste mês recebeu bastante atenção por parte dos media:

SAVE THE DATE: ISEG’s 111 Years
Anniversary on 23 May at 16.00 – until the
next day...

The 23rd May is a very special day and the reason is simple: it is our Anniversary Day, when
we will be celebrating the 111th anniversary of our ISEG! 

The celebrations will include not only a major conference where a book on the evolution of the
Portuguese economy will be presented, but also the launch of a new, updated and bilingual
edition of the book of the History of the 111 Years of ISEG, as well as the launch of
the Official Commemorative Coin of the 111 Years of ISEG, minted by the National Publishing
House and Mint. 

However, celebrating and blowing out more than a century’s worth of candles cannot be taken
lightly-heratedly, especially if it involves 111 years of great commitment, dedication and friendship
among and shared by all the students, faculty, and non-faculty who have marked the history of
our School. 

That’s why the party will be extended to include a live concert by Rui Veloso at ISEG.

Don't miss it, on 23rd May, starting at 16.00!

A School of 1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI
Daniel Amaral | Daniela Feijoca

In this edition, we share the testimonial of Daniel Amaral and Daniela Feijoca.

Daniel Amaral

Bachelors in Management, 1994
Member of the Board and CFO, Brisa Partner, Arcus
Infrastructure Partners LLP

Daniel Amaral’s ISEG

"ISEG is my father's school.
ISEG was the memory of the first day that could have been yesterday.
ISEG was "undisciplined generation", of which they decided to be a part of, without asking me.
ISEG was ‘Catacombas’ and ‘Tarantula’.
ISEG was Quelhas and Buenos Aires.
ISEG was the professor I disappointed, for only achieving a not so good grade.
ISEG was the professor whom I challenged, where such behaviour among peers was not the
norm.
The ISEG was the professor who mistreated and humiliated me, because he was able to do so.
ISEG was a group of former strangers who then became friends forever.
ISEG was João and Vasco, my dear friends, whom I will never be able to give a hug to again.
ISEG was the day I felt an emptiness on finishing my degree.
ISEG is my school."

Left, nowadays. Right, with other colleagues from his degree in 1993 (left).

Daniela Feijoca

Bachelors in Economics, 2016 Executive Director,
Goldman Sachs, London, UK

Daniela Feijoca’s ISEG

"Studying at Higher Education level is a rite of passage and a significant formative experience for
many young adults. despite having a background in science and technology, and motivated by a
deep desire to understand what was happening in my country as the Eurozone sovereign debt
crisis deepened, I decided to apply to ISEG to study Economics in 2011. At ISEG I not only
acquired the knowledge to better understand this crisis and its effects on daily life, but I also
discovered a School that values debate, diversity of thought, and scientific rigour, while inspiring
its students to be agents of change in a socially responsible way – in short, a School that
provided me with the tools to think for myself – which instilled the same values in me that have
successfully governed it for more than a century. 

On ISEG's 111th anniversary, I take great pleasure in celebrating its illustrious history, its
community of faculty, alumni, and students, and also its many achievements to date and those for
many more years to come. I am convinced that the best years are still ahead of ISEG, especially
as the School consolidates its place as a reference in teaching and scientific research in the
areas of Economics, Management, and Finance. Looking back, I can confidently say that the
many lessons that I learned at ISEG have contributed to forming the solid foundations that
support my professional life; and, as I look ahead, I look forward to the opportunity to be able to
witness what all those who have been impacted by the values and mission of this School will be
able to accomplish in their respective fields of work."

Left, at the swearing-in of the Students Association in 2013. Right, nowadays, practicing Archery.

What's Up @ ISEG

Inauguration of the kyaneos
exhibition | What colour is blue?

Anabela Mota's kyaneos exhibition
opened in ISEG's Cloisters on the 11th of
May.

The exhibition will be open until the 3rd
of June.

Hours: Monday to Friday from 09.00 to
11.00, and on Saturdays from 09.00 to
13.00. 

Learn more about this exhibition, in the
text by Sara Belo HERE.

Workshop | FIMA 2022

When: 23rd and 24th of May 
Time: 09:00 to 20:00
Place: Novo Banco Lecture Theatre

The “FIMA 2022 – On The Interplay
Between Finance and Insurance
Mathematics” workshop was organised
as part of the end of the research project
o Raquel Gaspar (ISEG) and Thorsten
Schmidt (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität
Freiburg) which was
sponsored by Fundación MAPFRE and
hosted by CEMAPRE.

This workshop will bring together experts
in the fields of affine processes and
financial security products. Guest
speakers include: Beatrice Acciaio,
Hansjorg Albrecher, Fernanda
Cipriano, Christa Cucchiero, Manuel L.
Esquível, Dylan Possamai and Josef
Teichman.

Further information HERE.

Seminar | The Role of Internal
Auditing in the Sustainability of
Organisations

When: 16th of May
Time: 17:30 to 18:30 
Place: Auditorium 2 and Online (on this
link)

The topic of Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) has become
increasingly relevant in organisations as
a result of the emerging expectations of
clients and other market agents.

Come and join us for this seminar to
reflect on and debate this series of topics,
in partnership with the Portuguese
Institute of Internal Auditing.

Enrolment HERE.

Seminar | The Role of Internal
Auditing in the Sustainability of
Organisations

Topic: “Material Citizenships and
Technology” 

When: 16th of May 

Time: 18:00 to 20:00 

Place:
In-person, in Room 1.1 (IGOT, Lisbon),
with live participation via Zoo (Password:
561505)

Speaker: Nina Amelung (ICS-ULisboa)

Antena 2 concert

When: 19th of May 
Time: 19:00 to 20:00 
Place: CGD Auditorium

On this day, ISEG welcomes the
musicians Bernardo Santos (pianist),
Turco Burak Özkan (cello), and David
Bento (violin) for another Antena 2
concert.

Free entrance.

Consult the programme HERE.

Research news

II Congress of Young CPLP
Researchers on Africa

The list of researchers who feature in the
programme of the II EJICPLP on Africa
has already been published on the
event's website. The Organising
Committee and the Scientific Board have
selected 26 papers to be presented at
this year's Meeting. The II EJICPLP on
Africa will take place on the 25th, 26th,
and 27th of May 2022, at ISEG. 

Free entrance with live streaming.
Enrolment now open HERE.

REM WORKING PAPER SERIES -
May

"Does income inequality change the
relationship between environmental
attitudes and subjective well-being?
Evidence for 27 European countries", by
Ary Júnior. Read more HERE. 

"Stock Market and Economic Growth:
Evidence from Africa", ny Manuel Ennes
Ferreira, João Dias, and Jelson Serafim.
Read more HERE.

"Finance-Growth Nexus: Evidence from
Angola", by Manuel Ennes Ferreira,
Jelson Serafim, and João Dias.
Read HERE. 

Portuguese Economic Journal

An article published in the PEJ is
made available online first:

- “The state of Portuguese research in
economics: 20 years after” by Paulo
Guimarães & Mariana Barbosa. Read
more HERE.

Student news

MCKINSEY & COMPANY - Next
Generation Women Leaders
EMEA 2022

Student Eva Tolda, who is currently
studying for a degree in Management at
ISEG, was selected for McKinsey &
Company's Next Generation Women
Leaders EMEA 2022 programme. 

Congratulations Eva!

Debate on Digital
Transformation | ISEG YES

This event will take place on the 16th
of May, at 18:30, in Auditorium
2 of ISEG, and will be attended by
Jorge Lobo (Executive Director of
Timestamp) and Nuno Lima da Luz (a
technology Lawyer). 

Come and learn more about the digital
transition foreseen in the Recovery and
Resilience Plan and the development of
technologies such as blockchain
mechanism and metaverse.
Enrol HERE!

Sailing, friends, and caricatures
| AEISEG

Your Students Association has an
invitation and a suggestion for
you:

1) The sunny and warm days are back
but you have made no plans with your
friends? If so, then if the idea of a boat
trip on the River Tagus appeals to you,
then drop by the AEISEG office to find
out more about this opportunity.

2) This one is for Final Year students:
would you like to take a souvenir from
your ISEG days with you? Then
acces this link to obtain a special book
with your caricature (and those of your
classmates')!

ISEG Open Day 2022

The famous ISEG Open Days are back
and on the 30th of April many High
School students came and visited our
Faculty.

Who knows, maybe they took the first
steps of what will also be their School in
a few months’ time!

Click on the picture to see all the
photos of this day, which will
certainly be remembered later on.

Alumni in the News

CARLOS CARVALHO AND THE FOUR
DAY WEEK

Carlos Carvalho, the Chair of ADP
France, Switzerland, and Tunisia, who
holds a degree in Management from
ISEG. In an opinion article, he addresses
the arrival of the four-day week at the
workplace and the return to the office.
Read it in full HERE.

JOÃO HADERER IS THE NEW
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
& SUPPLY CHAIN OF COCA-COLA IN
PORTUGAL

With a degree in Business Management
from ISEG and after three years at Coca-
cola in Spain, João Hederer returns to
Portugal to occupy the position of
Director of Customer Service and Supply
Chain for the brand in Portugal.

VOTE ISEG – Marketeer Awards

OPEN MINDS. GRAB THE FUTURE!
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